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In Memoriam 

SECOND FUSILIERS  
BATTLE GROUP COMPOSITION: 
 

 Battle Group Headquarters 
 B Coy Group 
 C Coy (Infl) Gp 
 HQ Coy 
 Fire Support Group 
 LAD (REME) 
 RLC (CHEFS) 
 RAMC 
 AGC (SPS) 
 AGC (ETS) 
 

 Attached Arms 
 

 A Coy 2 Royal Welsh  
 C Sqn Household Cavalry Regt (Mastiff Group) 
 5 RRF (TA) 
 2 Yorks Operational Mentoring Liaison Team 
(OMLT) 
52 Niagara Bty 19 Regt Royal Artillery 
42 Field Sqn Royal Engineers 
216/16 Royal Signals 
Royal Military Police 
OCC-D 
 
Detached members of 2 RRF 
 

A Coy Gp attached to 2 Rifles BG 

 

 

 

 

 

The Late Pte James Prosser 
2 Royal Welsh 

14 APR 1988 - 27 SEP 2009 
 

 

 

In Helmand‟s Fields 
 

In Helmand's fields the poppies grow, 
Beside the rivers which sluggish flow, 

That quench the dust, and feed this land 
For which brave Tommy gives a hand. 

With stoutest heart, and seldom low 
Though progress oft seems so dreadful slow 

He will defeat all Afghans‟ foe. 
So they may play, work or stand 

 - In Helmand's fields. 
 

It is for you, who watch the soldiers go  
That we recount the story that all must know, 

Of the service of your faithful band, 
Who take up the fight in Afghan sand. 

Our daily duty, the seeds we sow  
- In Helmand's fields. 

 
After John McRea‟s In Flanders Fields  

Message from the editor 
 
This will be the final edition of the Musa 
Qal‟eh Mail. It is the Commanding      
Officer‟s intent to publish a Regimental 
commemorative book once the Battalion 
are complete in Hounslow . 

Fusiliers  Homecoming & Medals parade Hounslow 26th November 2009 all welcome 



Commanding Officer’s Introduction  
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Regrettably events this month have yet again been overshadowed, this time by the death of Private 
James Prosser of A Coy 2 R WELSH.  His vehicle was hit by a large IED to the South of Musa Qal‟eh.  
Despite the brave efforts of his company, and all in the medical chain to save him, he had tragically      
sustained wounds that were simply not survivable.  Aged only 21 he was a highly thought of soldier and 
was also an outgoing member of his company. Meanwhile A Coy in FOB Nolay have been lucky this 
month with Corporal Ferguson, Lance Corporal Senikaucava and Fusilier Hyndman all being wounded but 
escaping serious injury. Latterly Fus Gregg sustained an eye injury from an IED and we await to be       
informed of the prognosis for him. 
 
Generally Helmand has been fairly quiet over the last few weeks due to Ramadan.  However, there has 
still been a fair amount of activity in Musa Qal‟eh.  B Company in the North have had a couple of fairly 
fierce contacts with the insurgents, either as a meeting engagement on patrol, or attacks on the base    
itself.  In addition they were also able to conduct a cordon and search of a group of compounds to their 
front which provoked a rapid and ferocious response from the enemy.  Luckily in all these engagements B 
Company have come off much the better and have inflicted serious casualties on the enemy with no 
friendly forces wounded, less an ANA soldier who managed to shoot himself in the thigh.  In the South A 
Company 2 R WELSH have been busy conducting a number of search operations but have also been 
able to observe the enemy either moving into position or laying IEDs.  This has enabled them to engage 
the insurgents to good effect with both direct and indirect fire. 
 
A Company have again had a busy time of it. Of particular note they have been involved in 2 air assault 
operations.  The first of which went spectacularly wrong from the start when the Chinook crashed on   
landing. A Company found themselves unexpectedly left in charge of a very expensive helicopter which 
subsequently had to be denied after becoming the focus of the enemy‟s attention. The Company were 
also the recipient of a donkey borne IED which detonated just outside their new Patrol Base.  This has  
obviously prompted a spate of black soldier humour, but actually the incident highlighted the ingenuity and 
brazen opportunism of the insurgents. 
 
Across Helmand the festival of Eid passed off extremely quietly, unlike previous years.  This was a great 
relief to the population as Eid is their equivalent of Christmas, which takes place at the end of the fasting 
of the month of Ramadan.  It was a great sight to see the population all clearly enjoying themselves, 
dressed up in new clothes and relishing the festive mood.  As a small token of goodwill we distributed food 
parcels to the needy people of Musa Qal‟eh and also to the locals who work in the camp. 
 
As I write the Relief in Place is in full swing with many of our successors now arriving ready for the      
handover.  Whilst thoughts inevitably start to turn to home we are all determined to ensure that those    
arriving in our place are given the best possible start, so that they can continue the good work done during 
Herrick 10. Only once we are all back in Hounslow will we be able to reflect on the successes and also the 
darker moments of the tour.  

 

The Commanding Officer distributing Eid gifts to locals that work in FOB Musa Qal‟eh 



A Company Group (FOB Nolay, Sangin)  

This month has brought the tragic news of the death of Fusilier Bush, who was critically injured in the 
IED strike on 15 August.  Though devastated, his friends in 2 Platoon and the wider company draw 
some comfort from knowing that their efforts in his initial treatment and evacuation allowed him to die in 
the UK, in the presence of his family, rather than here in Afghanistan.  Corporal Ferguson and Lance 
Corporal Senikaucava were also wounded this month in another Jackal IED strike.  Fortunately, their  
injuries have been miraculously light – Fergy is already back and limping around the FOB, and Seni,  
although sufficiently injured to be returned to the UK, is also up and about and doing well.  Most recently, 
Fusilier Hyndman was hit by some enemy bullet fragments while on a patrol near Patrol Base Hanjar, 
although, at first glance, he also seems to have escaped serious injury.  We wish him and all the A  
Company casualties well. 
 

In Sangin, the elections came and went with a 
bang; each company AO coming under some 
form of   attack during the course of the day and 
A Company out on the ground in various forms 
from dawn until dusk.  A few hardy souls braved 
the danger and went into the District Centre to 
exercise their democratic right, but voter turnout 
on the whole was understandably a lot lower than 
we had hoped.  The enemy, on the other hand, 
turned out en masse in an ill-advised attempt at a 
deliberate show of force that the vast majority will 
not now have the opportunity to repeat. In all,  
despite the deliberate disruption to the electoral 
process, the day was a timely reminder for both 
sides of where the real balance of power lies in a 
face-to-face fight. 
 
 

 
On 29 August A Company mounted an air assault on a series of suspect  
compounds about eight kilometres east of Sangin.  Despite sound intelligence 
and joint planning, it would be fair to say that the operation did not run exactly 
to plan, with one of the three Chinooks (unfortunately call signed ULTIMATE 
24) unexpectedly running into a ditch on touch down and suffering some fairly 
ultimate damage.  Also damaged were the blokes from the FSG, who were 
unstrapped and stood up in the back in preparation for a fast exit - I am      
reliably informed that the language would have taken paint off at ten paces.  
Bumps and sprains aside, predominant amongst the injured were Colour 
McCowliff, who sustained a very ally-looking cut to the    forehead, and Lance 
Corporal Mackinlay, who ended up briefly   under the quad bike trailer.  Now 
in unexpected possession of a broken Chinook, the company remained on 
the ground for a further 13 hours as various, ever more improbable, attempts 
were made to recover it, with the enemy growing steadily more interested as 
the day wore on.  Having cut the blades, the engines and the armour off,    
removed the guns, the radios and some of the instruments, the only           
remaining option for „saving‟ the helicopter was for the salvage team to cut 
the fuselage into two equal pieces and try to undersling them away. Even to 
infantrymen, whose stock in trade is breaking things, this didn‟t sound like a 
great return on effort.   
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Lt Danby and Shah the interpreter talk  
to a local Mullah 

Op GHARTSE BREESHNA 2 
- OC A waits for a decision 
on destroying the Chinook  



A Company Group (FOB Nolay, Sangin)  
 
Eventually, with dark coming on and bandits watching from the 
hills, sense prevailed and the decision was taken (we believe 
by Gordon Brown after consultation with Barack Obama,      
although it may just have been CDS) to deny the - now very 
sad-looking - Chinook with a bar mine.  All are agreed that, in a 
tour not short of loud bangs, it was one of the larger explosions 
we‟ve heard, with the tonne of aviation fuel and the 150      
magnesium flares still aboard contributing impressively. The 
company recovered on another wave of aircraft with a slight 
sense of disappointment and a number of debrief points for the 
RAF. 
 
This month has also seen our first donkey-borne IED (children 
look away now).  In what can only be a measure of increasing 
desperation, the insurgents attempted to utilise a stolen donkey 
as a bomb carrier during an attack against PB Hanjar.          
Fortunately for us, although less so for the animal itself, the 
deadly cargo fell off well short of the intended target and got 
tangled up in its legs, whereupon the poor creature sat down 
on the device.  The resulting explosion rattled the doors at 
FOB Nolay, some 900 metres away, and reduced the status of 
the four-legged fiend from ‟just add hay‟ to „home assembly 
required‟.  While outwardly amusing, the incident serves as a 
useful reminder that we face an inventive enemy, and we have 
taken a number of steps to prevent another attack on similar 
lines during the last weeks of the tour.  Having seen off      
Eeyore, the troops are now watching out for exploding owls, 
kangaroos, piglets (unlikely, but you never know) and yellow 
bears dangling under balloons. 
 
Insert provided by Maj Jo Butterfill, OC A Coy 2 RRF 
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Maj Piercey (OC FST) and Lt Purvis share a joke at the 
end of a patrol 

LCpl McKinlay goes undercover during Op 
PANCHAI PALANG 

Fus Flynn 

Op GHARTSE BREESHNA 2 - Having 
helped strip the crashed Chinook down,  

CSM Caffrey does his  
terminator impression 



A Company in Action 
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11PL_Patrol the desert near Nolay - Fus Payne, LCpl 

Lambert, Fus Mundy, Sgt Hadley 

The McCowliff brothers - Cpl left, CSgt right 

LCpl Davies observes his arcs with the GPMG 
during a halt 

Fus Fitzgerald overwatches a VCP on Rte 611 

VCP Patrol - Fus Flynn and Fus Hopwood  

search a car 

Cpl Pascall 



B Company Group has had a busy month with the elections, 
the period of Ramadan Fasting and the subsequent Eid    
celebrations. WOQAB is a little fuller as the R&R period 
comes to an end and we have seen the guest return of 9 Pl 
for a short period as well as visits from Lt Gen Rollo the      
Adjutant General, the Chaplain General, Commander 12    
Brigade, Commander 19 Brigade and incoming members of 
the Household Cavalry Regiment (HCR).  More importantly on 
the operational front B Coy Gp has been able to get on the 
front foot and disrupt the enemy in the period since the last 
Musa Qal‟eh Mail. 
 

Sadly the environment has not been any more welcoming with 
the anticipated cooler September not really appearing and the 
maize still up. For a couple of weeks the coy had the      
pleasant experience of having to pull sleeping bags or poncho 

liners over ourselves at night but it has returned to the excruciating heat and humidity of August.  Brigadier 
Radford and staff – including Maj Stitt a former Adjt – particularly enjoyed their patrol from ROSHAN Tower 
to WOQAB through the Green Zone and across the Wadi bed. 
 

Brigadier Radford was visiting B Coy Gp and ROSHAN Tower to thank us for our efforts and apologise for 
the uncertainty that faces both locations. Unfortunately, we don't yet know when we will return to the UK and 
who will take over from us and will probably not find out until early October.  This is frustrating to all but we 
cannot allow it to distract us from doing those things that keep us safe and fulfil our mission here. 
 

Election Day in Musa Qal'eh was a very important and very busy day for all.  WOQAB saw enemy efforts to 
use mortars to attack the local nationals and ourselves.  7 Platoon established a VCP close to 1 of the     
Polling Stations throughout a very hot day and heard reports from locals of enemy intimidation to attempt to 
prevent voting.  Despite this brave voters did make their way from the frontline area down to vote as well as 
those from the safer areas in the centre. 
 

Ramadan has been an interesting cultural experience for all and a constraint to our operations.  With the 
ANA, ANP, and our interpreters all unable to drink or eat during daylight hours we ran shorter patrols and 
sought to dominate our local area in the dense maize which is now generally over 6 feet high and much is 
8ft.  There are also large fields of marijuana plants which has led to many cries of 'show me your pockets' by 
NCOs.  Once Ramadan ended we were treated to sharing Eid with the locals.  Eid is essentially a 3 day  
holiday similar to Christmas with presents and sparkling hand made clothes for children and celebrations.  
Our ANA and ANP respectfully requested permission to fire their weapons in celebration from their         
compound roof.  With some careful constraints they were allowed to but we had not necessarily expected 
them to fire quite as much ammo as they did!  The local children have been very happy with gifts from their 
families, we offered Dates to Mosques during Ramadan but didn't quite fit in with our camouflage during Eid 
– the locals had sparkle everywhere including on ANP AK47s. I suspect that the CSM might have at least 
raised an eyebrow if that had been attempted by members of B Coy Gp! 
 

With BG HQ able to win resources for us, more people in WOQAB and towards the end of Ramadan we 
took the opportunity for more deliberate efforts to disrupt the enemy frontline with larger operations to the 
North with Apache helicopters and fast jets in support as well as the good eyes of ROSHAN Tower and our 
mortar and artillery observers.  6 Pl has had a busy month – mostly whilst 2Lt Bryant has been on R&R – 
and have big smiles on their faces. 
 

Cpl Manton had to tolerate a month long guest appearance by much louder stand-in members of the Fire 
Support Team with a guest Australian (Capt Watson) and a Light Dragoon Air Controller (Cpl Robertson).  
They both joined in everything and added to the spirit of WOQAB.  We also saw the return of SSgt         
MacDonald also of the Light Dragoons and his duck impressions to charm and work with the locals.  I think 
Sgt Mole was happy to rid himself of his beard, certainly it appears to have had a negative influence effect 
on his children on arrival in the UK for R&R!   
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B Company Group (Woqab)  

2Lt Webb, Sgt Palmieri and CSM  



The role of the beard has been assumed by Chief Petty Officer Birman, a      
Marine Engineer from the Royal Navy who is now our Military Support to        
Stabilisation man in WOQAB.  Unfortunately amongst the changes to the attach-
ments to the B Coy Gp has been the disappearance of our 4 legged morale – 
Flash the AES Dog and his handler LCpl Hitchins.  The stream (Flash) and the 
internet (LCpl H) will be much quieter places. 
 

The CSM has had what he claims will be his last haircut of the tour whilst the 
OC is still managing to avoid one, despite the RSM's efforts to book a barber to 
tie in with Patrols Conferences when the OC is in BG HQ.  CSgt McLoughlin and 
team continue their sterling work from MUSA QA'LEH FOB to push forward 
combat supplies as well as any goodies that he can get his hands on.  Cpl 
Wright and LCpl Woodward remain the leading chefs in Coy HQ which has 
grown to 20 people.  Fus Scanlon is in the process of losing his nickname as the 
'Reverse Turtle' as the shell that appeared to be attached to his stomach is    
rapidly shrinking.  Fus Prince still astonishes one and all with his ability to       
consume vast amounts of food and still be as skinny as a rake! 

 

The 6 Pl 'Spartans' of Woqab have had a busy period, in particular Cpl Walker and his All Arms Search team 
have been kept on their toes. Most of the Pl are back off R&R now and manning has returned to normal. 
While the Coy conducted a deliberate op to the North Cpl Hopcroft was relieved of his duties as section 
commander and took on the role of GPMG gunner, which he thoroughly enjoyed. It is also fair to say that 
Cpl Hopcroft's guitar-playing has drastically improved since the last newsletter and now boosts a total of 5 
tunes. 
 

6 Pl has welcomed L/Cpl 'Big G' Givani and Fus Cunningham from the  First Battalion and Cpl O'Hara from 3 
Yorks. Fus Mannock has now returned to the UK as it is time for him to leave the army in March. Spirits 
within the Pl remain high and the lads are now looking forward to returning to the UK. 
 
The 7 Pl 'west side boys' still continue their life of solitude located across the canal. With the return of CSgt 
Orange, Cpl Aslett has handed back over the reins of platoon Sgt with a sigh of relief following an exciting 3 
weeks! Perhaps the happiest member of the compound on the CSgt's return was Gul Sayeed the ANA   
commander who has missed his friend dearly! 7 Pl has also welcomed Cpl Rourke, LCpl Lord and LCpl 
Tabuavou ('T') from the First Battalion, with the expected inter Battalion banter they have settled in very 
quickly, LCpl 'T' has proved instantly popular with steaming bread and pancakes meeting the platoon in the 
mornings! 
 
On patrol 7 Pl still continue their excellent relationship with the local nationals, on a recent patrol the Pl    
certainly avoided injury as a result of a local informant. The lads are now counting down the days to both the 
end of tour and equally importantly the end of the maize harvest! With the humidity higher than most people 
would be comfortable in wearing shorts, it will be a welcome end to a long tour. 
 

Working life continues in FSG with most of the lads now returned from the stresses and strains of R & R, 
most with a slightly faded tan and a rather expanded waist line, indeed only Sgt Palmeri (away for longer to 
be re educated!) and Fus Wilson are left to return. Out on the ground the locals remain perhaps too friendly 
with Cpl Ansell being especially flattered to be told that he has lovely eyes! Fus Camps has also helped   
develop this special relationship with an impressive attempt to combat the lack of schools in the area by    
teaching children some basic phrases, though we remain unsure as to who was more confused by the     
outcome. 
 

With the end of tour approaching (honest!) the shape of the platoon has changed with a flood of new arrivals 
and departures. Sadly we've said goodbye to LCpl McNamara who returns to the joys of Brecon.  However 
to make up for this loss we welcome Cpl Shambayati from Roshan Tower, LCpl 'B' Burenivalu from 3 
YORKS via the UK and see the return of LCpl Bell.  
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B Company Group (Woqab)  

FLASH 



Special congratulations need to go to both Cpl Shambayati and LCpl Bell on the births of 'Charlie' and 
'Layla' respectively. 
 
WOQAB has been made more interesting by the arrival of a big white balloon which has floated on and off 
over our heads since late August. The balloon has become the latest Cpl Davidson endeavour and       
perhaps the bane of his life.  Unfortunately for the balloon the enemy took umbrage and have made      
numerous holes in it.  To make matters worse the strong winds have buffeted it and gentle care has to be 
taken to ensure that it stays in the air.  Capt Watson initiated a slogan competition for the side of the white 
balloon.  I cannot repeat many of the entries here but a small selection: 'Taliban grouping and zeroing 
range'; 'Vote Taliban and then we can all leave'; and 'Free Ammo handout from WOQAB – turn up from 
the North with your weapon'. 
 
The gym remains heavily used – although not by all.  LCpl Davey seems to have developed a particular 
attachment to the bicycle, Fus Makasiale is still lifting weights heavier than the rock on which Roshan 
Tower sits and the OC overheard a disturbing conversation between Fus Clarke and Fus Camps as to 
whom looked 'most ripped'.  The welfare facilities in both compounds are well-used but I fear that most of 
the movies have now been watched endlessly.  The mail run is still eagerly anticipated with parcels       
everywhere.  Sgt Taylor's elderly admirers have not spared their time and generosity in sending mounds 
of parcels through! 

 
With the first arrivals from the HCR in the form of the BG IO who visited 
for a while and the MASTIFF Group role assumed by C Sqn HCR we can 
already feel the winds of change towards the Relief in Place.  We will 
probably spend a few weeks working for CO HCR.  On the basis of our 
observations thus far the officers will have to brush up on their accents.  
A small number from here will leave here soon to train incoming soldiers 
from 11 Brigade to return to WQOAB for the end of tour. 
 
I hope that by the time this is read we will have a better idea of when we 
will return.  Our efforts are concentrated on working with the locals to  
prevent the Taliban affecting their lives too much and on a safe end to the 
tour.  As ever we are so thankful for your thoughts and communication be 
that by phone, email or letter and parcel.  It is definitely time to stop  
sending parcels unfortunately as they will not necessarily reach us before 
we depart.  Our love to families and friends everywhere, we are looking 
forward to seeing you – soon. 
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B Company Group (Woqab)  

OC B Coy is pleased to be in a  
MASTIFF and not having to 

walk again 
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B Company in Action 

Capt Cass and Cpl Manton Overlooking EF Posn 

CASEVAC  

OC B in the Ops Rm during CONTACT CSM B Coy 

2Lt Webb, Sgt Palmieri and CSM  

Lt Williams and CSgt Orange  
prepare for patrol 

Flash in a fire position Dangerous Liaision.  Lt Williams 
and 2Lt Bryant 
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C Company Group (Influence Group)  

 
This has been another busy month for C Company.  The Afghan Elections on 20 th August were followed 
by Ramadan which, although a relatively quiet period for the locals and the Afghan National Security 
Forces, saw no let up in the pace of life for us.  The patrol programme has been, if anything, more intense 
and has included some fairly large scale Company excursions.  10 Platoon also enjoyed a short „holiday‟ 
at HIMAL OP (see separate article by OC 10 Platoon, Lt Nick Beavitt).  As I write, the festival of Eid, which 
marks the end of Ramadan is drawing to a close.  Time will tell, but I suspect that once the Afghans have 
got over their Christmas and Boxing Day equivalent, we may see some acceleration in enemy activity. 

 
Election Day in Musa Qal‟eh was certainly livelier than many of us had anticipated.  In what amounts to a 
childish and petulant temper tantrum, the enemy spent the day hurling as much direct and indirect fire as 
they could in the general direction of ISAF and ANSF Patrol Bases, especially ROSHAN Tower and    
WOQAB, and the DC itself.  Thankfully, despite their best efforts and some close calls, there were no   
serious injuries; at least not on our side!  Voter turnout was reasonable, given the circumstances, and 
compared very favourably with the other districts in Helmand Province.  C Company spent much of the 
day escorting the Battle Group‟s two International Observers to and from Polling Stations, and liaising with 
the ANP over the developing security situation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ramadan brought its own challenges, with the ANSF unable to contribute meaningfully to any activity   
between 1000hrs and 2000hrs. This proved rather limiting in terms of joint patrolling but, thanks to some 
careful planning, didn‟t reduce the frequency or intensity of patrols. We have deployed as a Company  
several times this month, including a  major Cordon and Search operation in a large village on the edge of 
a route that is regularly sown with IEDs. The operation got off to a shaky start, when the attached ANP 
went slightly rogue. However, once they had been netted and tranquilised, the search went like clockwork. 
Sadly, the  anticipated IED store was not found, but the population of DZO (Deh Zohr Olya - the village in 
question) win the Afghan Collective Liars award for claiming  vociferously that they know nothing about the 
enemy, or IEDs. This was proved conclusively to be rubbish when, a couple of hours after we left the    
village, one of the „innocent‟ population accidentally set off the IED he was laying on the track that we had 
just used. 
 
 
 

Clearing an IED near KUNJAK OP 
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C Company Group (Influence Group)  

Op MAR CHICHEL 3 saw the majority of the Company forward mount to Camp BASTION, then launch a 
dawn air assault operation to insert a number of vehicle checkpoints around Musa Qal‟eh.  This proved 
universally popular.  Firstly, the Chinook crews were delighted to be doing something other than providing 
their usual taxi service.  Secondly, from a Company perspective, not only was it something operationally 
different, but it meant a chance to carbo-load in the BASTION Cookhouse!  In the event, the Op was far 
more successful than had been anticipated.  The use of helicopters greatly added to the element of       
surprise, and by pushing rapidly into areas far outside the Musa Qal‟eh Patrol Base ‟ring‟ we significantly 
unhinged the enemy, and left them in no doubt about our ability to project force at will.  We also came 
back with a suspected insurgent detainee who, as I write, is being processed by the ANP.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There will be no let up in tempo at the tail end of the tour; if anything life is likely to become even busier.  
There are still some operations on the cards, and plenty of ground to cover, but C Company is more than 
rising to the challenge. Things are changing in Musa Qal‟eh. C Squadron, The Household Cavalry       
Regiment (HCR) have already taken over from 206 Pioneer Squadron as the MASTIFF Group, and D Coy 
3 SCOTS (The Black Watch) have handed over the Operational Mentoring and Liaison (OMLT) role to 2 
YORKS. Thankfully, the HCR seem to be holding off until we have left before they paint every inanimate 
object blue-red-blue. 

C Coy‟s Fire Support Team establishing comms  
immediately after landing  

Chinook c/s ULTIMATE 22 about to land at one of the  
Op MAR CHICHEL 3 target locations 
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C Company Group (Influence Group)  

Touch rugby has become the favoured way for the Company to let off steam in between patrols.  At first 
glance, the boulder-strewn HLS wouldn‟t appear to be the ideal pitch, but it does the job and there have 
been no serious injuries – yet!  There have certainly been some „individual‟ interpretations of the rules; 
Fus „Spud‟ Russell‟s „human shield‟ approach was eventually stopped, but only after the referee (WO2 
(CSM) Miller) had finished collapsing with laughter. 
 
Many congratulations are due to Fus Johnson of Recce Platoon and his partner Ashleigh, on the birth of 
Alfie.  Our grateful thanks once again to all of our loved ones, family and friends for your support.  Not long 
to go now, and we look forward eagerly to seeing you again. 

 
Insert provided by Maj Mike Cornwell, OC C Coy 2 RRF 

OC‟s “Hamlet moment” during Op MAR CHICHEL 3 

“Right , do you think you can hit the tgt from there”? 
Cpl „Windy‟ Miller explaining to an ANP patrolman why it would not 

be a good idea to fire off the action on his  
PKM without first unloading it!  
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C Company in Action 

 

Sunrise on the edge of the green zone 

Fus Russell in action Fus Clark paddling 

Fus Amies in over watch  Fus Watson and Davies on the edge of the 
 Musa Qal‟eh Wadi 

Fus Cole and Rollinson 
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Recce Group  

September has been a fairly quiet month for the Recce Pl. With Ramadan in full swing for most of the 
month, and the beginning of the maize harvest, both Taliban and Local National activity in the daytime has 
declined. Although as I write, it is the last day of Eid – the holiday at the end of Ramadan – so we are   
preparing for a possible resurgence of enemy tempo.  

 
 
The month has gone steadily past, although not quite as 
fast as some would have liked, in the now established  
routine of patrols, both short and long range, and the ever 
present DC guard commitment.  Patrol planning has now 
become challenging, trying to invent ways of getting to 
and from places whilst never using the same route twice. 
Impossible at times, but it just goes to show how well we 
now know our AO, and how much time we have spent  
patrolling it. Just when one gets to know and truly         
understand the ground and population out here, it is time 
to go. Perhaps this is one of the problems with fighting an      
insurgency half way around the world. 
 
 
 

The month has also seen the Coy Gp launch a cordon and search operation into DZO, a village just south 
of an IED black-spot, in an attempt to find and disrupt the EF IED capability. A Coy touch rugby           
competition on the HLS was also a great success, with one of the joint Recce/Coy HQ teams winning,  
followed by a BBQ up at the White House.  
 
Congratulations to Fusilier Johnson, who is now a proud father, and fortunately managed to make it back 
for the birth. No doubt he was celebrating even harder knowing that he wouldn‟t be coming back here!  
Finally, we are all massively excited about coming home, it seems to be just around the corner now. Rest 
assured though, we are not letting ourselves become in any way complacent, and remain as careful and 
as focussed as ever. See you all soon!   
 
Insert provided by Capt Nick Groves, OC Recce Gp 2 RRF 

OC Recce on a water stop 

The Recce Pl  
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BG (NW) FSG (PB Roshan Tower) 

2RRF inherited ROSHAN TOWER as a part of the  
Battle Group (North West) (BG(NW)) lay down from 
2RGR in late March 09.  The Tower had been a pivotal 
location during the Gurkha‟s tenure, and it proved to be 
an extremely busy one during the Fusiliers‟.  
 
ROSHAN is a Fire Support Group (FSG) location in the 
northern sector of BG(NW), which itself centres around 
the sizable Helmand town of Musa Qal'eh. ROSHAN is 
positioned level with B Coy Gp‟s Patrol Base (PB)  
WOQAB, and together they form the two most northern 
bases in the 2RRF Area of Operations (AO).  Built to 
house a mobile phone mast, ROSHAN was created by 
the Arab telecommunications network of the same 
name.  Much of the original infrastructure remains in 
place as seized by the PWRR during HERRICK 8. It 
has held a dominant position over the Musa Qal'eh 
Wadi ever since, and is a natural and extremely         
effective fire support and surveillance location because 
of its elevation and superb fields of view.  
 

ROSHAN was extremely well equipped in terms of      
firepower, the manning taken from by soldiers from Fire 
Support Company, and bolstered by some extremely 
talented attachments from both 19 and 40 Regt Royal 
Artillery.  The tower boasted the full spectrum of infantry 
fire support weapons; Javelin, 50 CAL HMG, GMG, 
81mm mortars, GPMG (SF) and snipers.  Perhaps its 
most unusual weapon system was the „DRAGON‟, a 
105mm Light Gun, used in the direct role.  Its ability to 
place a 105mm shell on target is remarkable, and       
surprised insurgents on a number of occasions,          
cementing its position as the army‟s most violent sniping 
weapon. Each and every support system proved its 
worth, by matching a particular requirement or situation.  
It was a remarkable experience for the Fire Support 
Company gunners, mortar men and operators. For      
example, a conservative estimate at the time of writing 

would value the Javelin missiles fired by the anti-tank section at £1.75m. 
 
The enemy forces in the northern AO proved unpredictable throughout the tour.  
The first six weeks did not yield a single contact, a result of the de facto      
ceasefire set up by local farmers and observed by the Taliban in order to allow 
the opium harvest to be conducted without interference.  The harvest benefited 
both parties, and once the funds that derive from the narcotics sales arrived in 
late May the insurgents began to step up their activity against ROSHAN, PB 
WOQAB and surrounding outstations.  The fates of those two key northern AO 
locations proved inextricably tied, with ROSHAN being able to influence enemy 
attacks on WOQAB therefore both were often attacked concurrently, and B 
Coy‟s dominance of the ground determining both how close the insurgents were 
able to get, and shaping the level of enemy activity.   
 
 

 
 

The view into part of the BG(NW) northern AO from RT‟s 

CP,   illustrating RT‟s dominant position.  The GREEN 

ZONE (GZ) shown is where the majority of insurgent 

kinetic activity involving B Coy Gp and ROSHAN        

occurred.  The summit of Mt MUSA QALEH             

(Mount Doom) is about 5.4km away. 

The primary direct fire weapons at RT  
(DRAGON, GMG, HMG pit ) 

14.5mm shells from a ZPU-1 recovered 

from the HMG pit.  The lower fragment 

the remains of the explosive (flash) 

tipped outer case, the top the hardened 

inner projectile. 
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BG (NW) FSG (PB Roshan Tower) 
 
Throughout the tour the Fusiliers at ROSHAN experienced a range of enemy attacks, most frequently 
IEDs targeting our resupply routes and small arms fire and RPG attacks on the command post and   
sangars.  In the peak of the summer fighting, ROSHAN also received sustained attacks, with the enemy 
using multiple prestige weapons.    
 
We were privileged enough to be on the receiving end of several unpleasant former Soviet block     
weapons, RPGs the most numerous, anti-aircraft heavy machine guns and automatic grenade launchers 
the most memorable.  There have been many remarkable contacts, but a ROSHAN favourite unravelled 
when in the small hours, a large group of insurgents mounted an attack on the Tower from multiple firing 
points.  Unfortunately for the insurgents, they had unwisely chosen to use tracer ammunition, a distinct 
advantage to the HMG and SF gunners. More importantly the attack coincided to the minute with the 
chance over flight of a fully armed and fuelled USMC Apache gunship, flown by a gifted pilot and crewed 
by an accurate and highly enthusiastic gunner.  With ROSHAN‟s anti-tank gunners giving a target      
indication (“watch my Javelin”!) it was a fairly one sided engagement, and the last night attack we saw 
for a considerable time. 
 
The tour held several challenges.  The first being the austere conditions, with food produced exclusively 
from ration packs, and no organic water source meaning infrequent showering and laundering of 
clothes. This aspect of the tour was in some ways quite enjoyable, by some more than others!  
ROSHAN was also not a little claustrophobic, with numerous soldiers having spent the vast majority of 
their six (seven?) months on the same 70m x 40m of terrain, with the same faces for company.  Most 
importantly ROSHAN had a high profile with local Afghans as an ISAF location, and as a result the  
ramifications of an error during a contact would have been enormous.  Delivering the accurate           
engagement of insurgents and fire support to friendly troops, whilst ensuring that there were no civilian 
casualties or collateral structural, was a demanding reality.   
 
The tour was an astonishing and unique experience.             
Immensely rewarding for the vast majority of the deployment, 
engagements usually ended with tangible results which are  
often so scarce on operations.  That the majority of the work 
was in support of friends and fellow Fusiliers in a neighbouring 
patrol base added an element of passion to proceedings too.  
There were lucky escapes, with several men now able to swing 
the lantern and regale tales of every kind, and numerous 
„Hollywood moments‟ where Fusiliers and Gunners dived for 
the cover of the hardened accommodation followed closely by 
fragmentation.   
 
Equally it has contained the periods of enormous frustration, 
boredom and hard work that are to be expected in any military 
situation. The disappointment of being unable to positively 
identify insurgents with weapon systems due to obscuration, 
enemy guile or surveillance systems at their limit, or indeed being unable to safely engage due to local 
national presence always grated, and is well known to most fighting troops in Helmand.  Mostly though, 
it was notable for the incredible performances of  experienced NCOs and young Fusiliers alike, showing 
determination, bravery and an ability to prevail at every turn. 
 
An enormous number of lessons were learned whilst soldiering at ROSHAN.  From the vast tracts of  
experience that were gained in the employment of fire support weapon systems, to ways around the  
difficulties of identifying enemy firing points.  The importance of ensuring that all that can be done to  
protect against enemy attack of every possible kind was re-enforced again and again.  It was made clear 
that no enemy activity will permanently damage or limit the Fusilier‟s capacity for humour; several     
commanders at ROSHAN will not forget running to the command post, passing the dust billowing from 
accommodation as a result of mortar and AGS-17 strikes, and hearing the hysterical laughter from 
within. 
Insert provided by Capt Matt O’Hare – OC ROSHAN TOWER 2 RRF 

 
 

An enemy mortar bomb, thankfully minus 

fuse, having landed next to the ROSHAN 

fuel bay. Petrol barrels shown in red. 
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BG (NW) FSG (PB Roshan Tower) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No 1 barrel in action, commanded by 

Fus Rundle 

ROSHAN TOWER FSG on Hand-over from 2RGR 

The DRAGON in action 



     Fusiliers Forward Echelon (FOB EDINBURGH)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It has been another month of activity at FOB EDI. Once again there has been a steady flow of           
personnel through the FOB which has highlighted the fact that we are now getting close to our end of 
tour. The weather has also cooled somewhat, making the days more bearable (now only mid 30‟s in the 
daytime) and it even rained for a short period one evening. The nights are also drawing in a little earlier 
prompting a „silhouette‟ dusk photo shoot from WO2 Rawson and CSgt Flett. 
 
Visitors to the FOB this month included 206 Pioneer Sqn as the outgoing MASTIFF Group (MAS Gp) 
conducting their maintenance and equipment care package prior to handover to C Sqn HCR. The  
handover and familiarisation training was also conducted at FOB EDI and it was good to see fresh faces 
arriving.  The monthly Combat Logistic Patrol (CLP) coincided with the MAS Gp move to MSQ DC, with 
their MASTIFF vehicles marking and securing the route for the resupply.  The CO and RSM took this 
opportunity to have a brief visit to the FOB, including firing a quick few rounds from the 105mm Lt Guns 
of 40 Regt RA.  After an ear splitting experience the CO now agrees that it is definitely worth wearing 
ear defence if you are in the artillery! 
 
Once the CLP had departed we were able to get back into routine with a troop from C Sqn HCR forming 
the EDI Force Protection (FP) multiple. They were soon up to speed with patrolling in around the FOB 
area in MASTIFF. There was also an opportunity for some of the FOB personnel to fire their GMG 
(Grenade Machine Gun). Taking the lead from the CO and RSM others also got to fire the 105mm Lt 
Guns although ear  defence was worn by all this time around.  We also welcomed new engineers,         
helicopter and diesel refuelers, signallers, LAD and new chefs to the FOB as the   constant turn over of 
personnel continues. 
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CSgt Flett at Dusk 

The CLP Departs FOB EDI 



     Fusiliers Forward Echelon (FOB EDINBURGH)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally the CSM and CQMS crew have confirmed their softer sides by adopting a family of cats.  The 
mother and 3 kittens are now possibly the best fed cats in Afghanistan receiving meals of tuna and milk 
twice a day!  They also provide nightly entertainment by playing up for their audience.  It is hoped they 
will replace the mouse traps around camp but given their present meal regime they might not bother the 
mice!  
 
With the arrival of the HCR Battle Group next month we are counting down the days and are all looking 
forward to getting back home. 

 

 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Insert provided by Maj Toby Mellar, OC HQ Coy 2 RRF  
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The Comd team prepare to fire the 105mm Lt Gun 

The new feline recruits try out osprey 



Fusiliers Rear Echelon in Camp Bastion  
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THE BASTION DETACHMENT 
 
This being the last edition prior to our RIP, I thought it only proper to give each dept within the Echelon a 
chance to write a few words. Here goes: 
 
CIS Det:  
It‟s been a „very successful‟ month with the Battalion Board of Officers / Mastiff handover, which by the 
way was in itself a uphill struggle for the CIS CQMS, who is now known as Chief Pikey with all the begging 
he has had to do. The CQMS had the chance to go forward to liaise with his Det Commanders thinking he 
was going to have an easy time and have a couple of BGLO‟s afternoon naps; however, due to a paper 
error (radio) the trip proved to be less of a holiday than he had hoped. 
 
QMs Det: 
Its been a „very successful‟ month with the platoon handling a Board of Officers, LSI, the handover of 206 
Pioneer Sqn to C Sqn HCR as the Mastiff group, and they are now looking forward to their own handover. 
The QM (T) had to go on mission critical to sort out the Board of Officers‟ paper work. A point that CQMS 
CIS Pl will bear in mind next time he goes anywhere with the QM(T), is not to take any kit as the QM(T)  
will enough for both (see pictures attached).  We had a FNG arrive in the form of CSgt James, who set 
about doing any paper work in his own fashion, quickly and to the point. Cpl Roberts came back from 
leave with a better tan than he left with, due to his stop in Cyprus. Cpl Rowley has started his wind down 
period by handing the ICAT and Op LAVA responsibilities to Cpl George Richardson. 
   
MT Det: 
The MT has, as usual been running, or should I say spluttering and back firing along.  Sgt Gaz Jeffers 
went on leave the day after passing his LSI and handed the rains to a very capable Cpl Richardson. Sgt 
Jeffers has now returned from the UK after his wife Lorraine gave birth to a beautiful daughter Leona.   
Since then, he has jumped right back into the thick of things and is back loading to the UK all the       
equipment from the forward locations that was found to be beyond local repair. 
 
JOC: 
It‟s been a „very successful‟ month for the J1 Team.  They have started the long slog of arranging all the 
flights back to the UK, alongside the usual round of PERSREPS, returns to Brigade and the handing over 
of the Fusilier JOC to the HCR. As you can imagine, arranging the flights back to the UK is the flavour of 
the month, and suddenly J1 seems exciting!  But even though the Battalion is moving into the latter stages 
(TBC) of the deployment the J1 staff are keeping their foot on the gas, ready to make sure we‟re all „J1 
ready‟ to return to the UK. 
 
Buzzard:  
In those world famous words, it‟s been a „very successful‟ month for the Buzzard, getting as usual all the 
fighting troops, stores and mail backwards and forwards with nothing more than a mountain bike and     
prescription set of lenses in his goggles.  He never seems to falter come sun or dust, always working hard 
at the flight line and getting a turbine tan until the jobs done.  It is rumoured that his replacement has been 
in theatre for 2 weeks already, but as RSOI LO he has a few terabytes of movies to watch before he picks 
up the baton.  Buzzard does not mind though; it‟s all Mega to him! 

 

All members of the team would like to wish all members of the BG a safe return to the UK and look       

forward to catching up back in Cavalry Barracks. 

 
 
Insert Provided by Capt Will Blinco, Quarter Master (Technical) 2 RRF 
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Cpl Robinson showing the RQ how domesticated he is prior to the HCR arrival. RQ 
not impressed. This was the big clean up in the back tent prior to the arrival of the 

new unit. The RQ‟s still packing kit to send forward 

„So what do we do here then Richie?‟ (says Dave). 

Another day of relentless loading and unloading of boxes and stores. One of 

the day to day tasks that the QM‟s Pl carry out. Cpl Rowley and Cpl Whittle on 

the wagon off the wagon. 

Tornado Blinco 

Yet again, the QM(T) goes through the camp like a tornado after finding out 

that the Pioneers had lost most of their ET. The RQ‟s efforts to calm him 

down don‟t go to plan. 
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QM (T) on Mission Critical  

The day stood still when the QM(T) and Sgt Daughtry deployed forward to take mission critical paperwork to  the CO 

(Board of Officers). This was a long drawn out task ensuring that all the managerial checks & adjustments were in 

place and correct.  “A slightly different role to the one of Battle Captain C Company two years ago” Sir. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Insert Provided by Capt Will Blinco, Quarter Master (Technical) 2 RRF 
 
 

The Quarter master heads for the front line with  
Sgt Daughtry  

The Quarter master leaves Musa Qal‟eh happy that 
the Board of Officers is complete 

Sgt Daughtry leaves Musa Qal‟eh after not being 
able to find the salad bar  

The Quarter master still leads from the front  

The Quarter master manages to get on the Sea King 
without using the wheel chair access 

Sea King 2 awaits permission to lift with excess 
weight (Sgt Daughtry) 



HIMAL OP  
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10 Platoon C Company were given the task of manning HIMAL OP in BG (NW) during the Relief-In-Place 
of 23 Pioneer Regiment by C Squadron of the Household Cavalry Regiment.  Indeed, the Troop that we 
relieved left theatre a few days later so could not have been happier to see our arrival.  HIMAL OP is    
situated two kilometres west of Musa Qal‟eh DC and provides surveillance of the village of Deh-Zohr-Olya 
(DZO) and most importantly Route Green, which links the DC with FOB EDINBURGH, the logistics base a 
further 3 kilometres to the west. The OP itself has a number of sangars situated on the high ground that 
dominates the area. Route Green is one the most heavily IED‟d routes within the AO due to its importance 
on the G4 supply chain and lack of alternative routes from FOB Edinburgh to the DC. 
 
Routine in the OP saw the Fusiliers rotating stag on the sangars, while JNCOs and above would man the 
radio and provide the Battle Group with regular updates.  For 10 Platoon, going to HIMAL came at a good 
time.  With five months already spent in theatre, it provided a welcome change of scenery and a chance to 
get to know some of the new additions to the platoon (especially their eating habits).  Fus Davies used the 
time to indulge his passion of baking bread, and was often seen running to the improvised cooker to check 
on his next loaf.  
 
For an outpost, we were frequently visited by the Battle Group and also local nationals. We were also able 
to employ Sound Commander, which is a microphone attached to a giant speaker that was used by      
Tyson, our interpreter, to message the villagers, promoting ISAF and telling them about the risks            
associated with working for the Taliban.  It generated plenty of activity in DZO, and led to a Shura with 20 
of the village elders eager to talk with us about security within the village.  Tyson was also able to supply 
the platoon with fresh fruit and vegetables bought from the locals, and incredibly 15 kilograms of frozen 
chicken imported from America! 
   
The rest of C Company also visited to mount a patrol from our location to dominate DZO.  We were able to 
assist with the sea-side style Super Nikon binoculars, giving updates on movement in the areas the Coy 
couldn‟t observe for themselves.  Throughout our time we were kept busy with the events unfurling to our 
west.  An IED exploded on a route taken by the C Company patrol only a couple of hours earlier resulting 
in an „own goal‟ for the Taliban.  We were also able to deter enemy activity and further IED laying in the 
area through use of Illume and warning shots. 
 
We were relieved from HIMAL OP after two weeks, and a successful re-supply that reached the DC     
without incident. Being static on the OP for so long has left us keen to get back to our core business of 
patrolling. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C Company returning to HIMAL OP  
from patrol in DZO 

Fus „Hovis‟ Davies 
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Photo Competition:  
The Commanding Officer would like to thank all entrants to the photo competition; the quality has been 
particularly high.  He would also like to congratulate all 6 winners.  Prize Money will be presented on our 
return to Hounslow.   

Soldiers in Action 

MUSA QAL’EH MAIL 

This Months Winning Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fus Davies  C Coy Gp 
(prize £50) 
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Soldiers in Action 

MUSA QAL’EH MAIL 
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Message Board From Afghanistan 

To my sexy Spanish chick   

not long till I’m home miss 

you loads love Den xxx 

Karla not long before I’m 

reading you curious George  

Hi Denise not long now 

babes all my love          
 xx 

Mark xx 

To me Debs missing you 

loads not long now till I’m
 

home love you loads  

Xx Dave xx 

Hiya Sexy missing you and the  

kids loads not long now Love 

Tony           
          X

xxx           
           

           
 

PS Stay off fluffys 

 

Munchkin 
Make sure the house is 
clean and the cars not 

damaged be home 
soon J 

Hello wife not long now love 

you 

xx Husband xx 

To my darling Zoey, 

Its been a long time 

coming but “our 

time” is nearly here 

my gorgeous one so 

hang on in thereas 

the fun is about to 

begin. FLUSFM xxxxx 

Cant wit for the  

christening in    

Hounslow !!!  

Cazzie, Harry and Ben 
I have missed you 

over the last 6 months. 
Cant wait to see you 
all very soon lots of 

love David 
xxxxx 

To Maria love you and 

see you very, very 

soon  

xxxx 

To Trudie, Heidi and Jamie  

Wont be long till I’m
 home miss-

ing you loads  lots of  xxx love 

Mark (Daddy) xxx 
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Message Board From Afghanistan 

hello daddy we r   missing 

u loads n loads not long till 

ur home with us n mommy 

love always and forever 

louise ellis and scarlett xox  

To Mark not long till 
your home missing 

you loads  
 XXX Trudie XXX 

To Dave missing you loads 

cant wait till y
our home all my 

love  

Xx Debs xx 

My Darling Mark cant wait to 

have you back home loads of 

catching up to do love you to 

bits love     Denice  

XXXXXXXXX 

Message Board From Home 

To Puppy cant wait till 

you’re in Bastion Love    

Katie 

xxxx 

Hi Babes missing 
you and the girls 

loads see you soon 
lots of love               

xx James   xx 

Hi Kerry not long now 

love to all  

xx George xx 

To The Bear 

Can’t wait to see you, not long 

now 

Love Sweet Pea xx 

To My Lover 

Miss you, love you, 

BFK 

To Sweet pea    missing 

you loads  

Love  

xx Pete xx 
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Dear Derrick your agony uncle 

Dear Derrick is designed to help all those lonely soldiers/officers with their difficult problems during their time in theatre.  

Remember a problem shared is a laugh for others ! 

MUSA QAL’EH MAIL 

As you will remember from last months edition, 

poor Capt Oliver was bitten by an angry Bee 

which in turn awoke the angry captain from his 

usual 4hrs midday nap. However back in Bastion 

Jay could not get the sleep he needed. 

The Doctors and Nurses used all the usual nursery 

rhymes to get Jay back to sleep, but every time he 

closed his eyes all he could see was the angry Bee 

Buzzing Around !!!. 

There was nothing that the professionals at camp 

Bastion could do with Jay; it had gone to far. The 

only sure way to cure Jay was to send him back to 

the UK. 

Meanwhile back in Musa Qal’eh, the new BGLO 

has ordered the Bee Team to come in and get rid 

of the nasty Bee. 

Meanwhile back in the UK, Jay’s sleep pattern has 

returned to normal after weeks of counselling. 

Jay would like to thank all the professionals for 

their help and support during this difficult time. 

He has now fully recovered. 
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Dear Derrick your agony uncle 

Stop the battle 

Dear Derrick 

I have been employed as the Ops Officer. During a busy period in Afghanistan it got so busy that I could not see past my hair. 

The RSM arranged for a barber to come onto camp to rid me of my mop to enable me to see the map board, so I reluctantly 

agreed to have it cut  The barber started around 1400 but their was to much hair for one man to handle. I dispatched the runner 

to the ops rooms to inform the COS that the 1800brief would have to be delayed due to only half my hair being cut. I finally 

arrived at the ops room at 1815 and the conference had already started. I am now therefore concerned that the Battle group can 

survive without me. Please help? 

 

Ops - You need to realise that the BG can survive without you. On the bright side, you may now be able to get in some extra 

spinning ,abs, looking in the mirror and sun bathing.  Use it to your advantage, and don’t worry -  they all still love you. 

Dear Derrick is designed to help all those lonely soldiers/officers with their difficult problems during their time in theatre.  

Remember a problem shared is a laugh for others ! 

Jack brew 

Dear Derrick 

I usually manage to sneak into the SNCO’s accommodation and 

make a jack brew without being caught. Until this morning, I was 

happily making a brew when all I heard was the voices of the 

SNCO’s “Tea please, Coffee Please”. I pretended to ignore them 

and proceeded back to the ops room. I have since returned and 

have been informed that I am now banned from the kettle. Please 

help, I feel so unwanted. 

 

Dave  

I think the SNCO’s are slightly out of order on this issue; they all 

know that Babies should not be allowed near hot water, so I think 

once this has been explained to them they will understand how 

dangerous and silly this whole sorry affair is. If they don’t under-

stand this, then don’t worry as you will find other friends when 

you grow up. 

Happy times are here again 

Dear Derrick  

I am a CSM deployed 3km north of the DC. 2 months ago I 

was casevaced to BSN with a flea bite. While I was there, I 

became very at home with life, the food, aircon and hot 

pizza. Since I returned to the coy I haven’t stopped think-

ing about the place. In fact, I’m considering getting stung 

again— oh hang on I have! 

 

Dear Wads Just go for it mate, there's only weeks to go. 

You qualified for your medal yesterday, so I will book your 

SH now. The Bee team will get the flea—you are the sec-

ond insect casualty of this tour. 
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Sign Here we will sort it 

Dear Derrick  

I am a TA warrant Officer that volunteered to assist the 2 

RRF Battle Group out in Afghanistan for 6 months. My 

time here has been very exciting and I have gained a lot of 

experience. The only problem is that I spoke to the Adjt to 

get my release date, only to find I had signed up for four 

years. I was aware that I had signed for four years but 

Chicksands assured me that this was just part of the enlist-

ment process. The Adjt is trying to sort it for me, but I’m 

worried, please help.  

 

Dear Daz I was unaware that a WO2 could be so gullible. 

You signed for the Queens Shilling so dry your eyes and 

crack on, and maybe the other guys wont abuse you for 

being so old . 
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Celebrity look alike 

Cpl Rasoki 

Cpl Hayes 

Sgt Richardson Peter Kay  

Homer 

Julian Lescott 

Sir, I was on patrol the other day near FOB NOLAY, and I met a bloke who was quite obviously Spider Taylor in a fake beard 

and a dish dash.  Here’s a photo.  Do I win a fiver? 
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Celebrity look alike 

Shaw 

O’Sullivan Kemp 

Carr 

Sir, I wonder if anyone has noticed, as I have, the striking resemblance between Lieutenant Chris Shaw, the 
A Company Intelligence Officer and the celebrated comedian Jimmy Carr?  Could they perhaps be related? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sir, I wonder if by any chance you have noticed the close resemblance between Lance Corporal Brian 
O‟Sullivan, the A Company Assistant Intelligence Officer, and the great broadcaster, Queen Vic guvnor and 
Afghan adventurer Ross Kemp.  Surely they must be related? 
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Celebrity look alike 

Also Spider 

Spider 

Sir, I was on patrol the other day near FOB NOLAY, and I met a bloke who was quite obviously Spider     
Taylor in a fake beard and a dish dash.  Here‟s a photo.  Do I win a fiver? 
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Celebrity look alike 

Moe 

Minty from Eastenders 

Louis Theroux Cpl Wright 

WO2 F****ing Harrington 

Capt Fern Ops Officer 
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Celebrity look alike 

Adjt 

Sgt O’Connell 

Cpl Wright Where's Wally 

Mr Burns 

Man Baby 


